In 1996, Pulitzer Prize and Tony Award-winning playwright August Wilson delivered a keynote address from the stage of McCarter’s Matthews Theatre addressing questions of race, diversity, and cultural identity in the American Theater. Join a distinguished group of artists and theater professionals to explore Wilson’s speech in context and consider current conversations around parity.

**MONDAY, APRIL 18, 1 - 5pm**
McCarter Theatre Center
Matthews Theatre
91 University Place
Princeton, NJ 08540

This event is free and open to the public, reservations are encouraged but not required. For more information and to reserve seats, call the McCarter Ticket Office at **609.258.2787** or visit [www.mccarter.org](http://www.mccarter.org).

McCarter Theatre Center and the Lewis Center for the Arts offer sincere thanks to the Estate of August Wilson for their support in planning this symposium. Additional support provided by the Council of the Humanities, the Department of African American Studies, and the Russell B. Newton Faculty Support Fund.